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1991

tea

Contenting Myself with Plain Tea

Human life, it seems to me, needs a placidity of mind.

While others may be wining and dining, I’m content with plain

tea.

Not dazzled by other people’s aura of success and

glamour, I’ll indulge in my simple pleasure. Clearly aware

where the credit goes, I won’t join in the rush in the vain hope

of accepting the prize to be handed to me on a plate. The best

a blind follower can do is tailing after the winners. The only

alternative is to create wonders of one’s own.
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I stick to the pureness of my pleasure, never escaping

from reality. The lotus grows in the mud without being tainted.

If, to avoid the dirt, one plants it on dry clean ground, it simply

won’t grow. The same holds true for human beings. Shrinking

from what is ugly, vile and evil only proves the frailty of one’s

character. A person in full possession of mental serenity

never stands in fear of being mentally contaminated by the

filthy environment. On the contrary, he can exercise positive

influences all around. Mencius’s mother made three removals

during his childhood to keep him away from bad influences,

which did not pose any problem for her. History does not record

any more of such removals after he grew up.

Enjoying the tranquillity of mind does not mean hiding

oneself in a haven. What is meant is the maintenance of such

a mental state in the midst of chaos, i.e. moral immovability

amidst kaleidoscopic changes. Only a person who has attained

this plane can be a real master of his destiny, contenting himself

with the purest and simplest pleasure.

1. I drink my...

contenting...with...

2.
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3.

a dinner party with singsong girls in attendance

wine and dine

Collins Cobuild English Language Dictionary

1987

4. green

tea tea served without refreshment

black

tea green tea

refreshments

plain plain

plain living

plain water

plain tea

5.

aura
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dazzled by

plain tea simple pleasure

6. there will be no

success waiting for you

in the vain hope of accepting the prize

to be handed to me on a plate.

7. touch the tail

of success

8.

escape from reality

9. , it simply won’t grow

10.

climax

11.
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positive

12. Mencius

-cius master

after Mencius grew up

13.

find look for a

a quiet place a tranquil place

haven

The library

is a little haven of peace and quiet. Longman Dictionary of

Contemporary English, New Edition, 1987

14.
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moral moral immovability

direction orientation

destiny master of one’s destiny
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1. 1997 11 21

2.

Halloween 10 31

10 31 ,

11 Thanksgiving Day

1621

1863

3.
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say grace

1993

1

sliced chicken with ham 2

chicken steamed in water melon Two Phoenixes Hatched from

One Egg 3 ’ ’ +

4

style , Peking

Duck Stir-fried chicken Chengdu style 5

+ 6

+
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4.
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Festival-Celebrating

I always looked forward to festivals while a kid living in the

countryside. As I now recall it, no other festival held greater

fascination for me than “Thanksgiving” ceremony held at the

end of the Chinese lunar year. To express gratitude to Heaven

and Earth, mother would use, among other dishes, “Thanks-

for-Happiness Soup” (chicken and meat soup) as one of the

offerings, and, the rituals over, she would cook the whitest and

finest noodles (called “silver-thread noodles”) in the broth. The

delicious taste lingers to this day!

After I graduated and started my career, my interest in

festival-celebrating began to fade. When I was single, I loved

reading and writing, which necessitated frequent trips to libraries

to consult the relevant data. When such a need should arise

during the holidays when the libraries were usually not open, I’d

feel much dismayed, being absolutely unable to make use of

the valuable time that flew by.

Of the many household duties after my marriage, going

marketing is my everyday job. Festival celebration for us

Chinese chiefly consists in eating. To help create the festival

atmosphere and show off the level of the festivities, at least

a score of meat and vegetable dishes should be laid out. So,
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